
Year 9 Options Evening

Monday 7th March 2022



Welcome

What we will cover this evening:
• Context

– Overview of KS4 curriculum vs KS3
– The changing nature of examinations
– The government’s position on pathways

• The Options Process
– Pathways
– Making decisions
– Next steps and timeline



Context – The Key Stage 4 Curriculum

Core subjects:

English (Language & Literature) 4 hrs

Maths (& Further Maths or Statistics) 4 hrs

Science (Triple*/Double Award) 4 hrs

Statutory Subjects (no exam):

Personal Development 1 hr (bi-weekly)

Physical Education 1 hr

Guided Options 12 hrs



Context – The changing nature of 
examinations

Current Year 9s will be the 7th cohort to study 
the new 1-9 GCSEs in English Language, English 
Literature and Mathematics. 

• English Language and Literature – 100% 
examination, no tiers

• Mathematics – 100% examination, Higher and 
Foundation tiers



Context – The changing nature of 
examinations

The 1-9 grading system that applies to the majority 
of courses studies in years 10 and 11 has been 
introduced across the curriculum. This was part of 
the ‘strengthening’ of qualifications. Typically, this 
resulted in:
• More content being included within 

specifications
• Greater expectation surrounding recall skills
• More challenging assessment questions and 

structure



Context - Pathways

The government have set a national target 
relating to the percentage of students that 
follow a more academic pathway and have been 
clear that students should follow this pathway 
unless they are likely not to achieve through this 
route. This more academic route involves 
students achieving the English Baccalaureate. 



Context – The English Baccalaureate

The government expect that the majority of our students will 
achieve the English Baccalaureate, which involves fulfilling the 
following components:

English Language Mathematics

Double or Triple Science A Modern Foreign Language

Geography or History

As a school, it is important that we respond to this as we do not want 
our students to be disadvantaged when they leave Boswells.



The Options Process - Pathways

At Boswells we have three guided pathways for Year 
9 students when choosing their options. These 
pathways ensure that students are in the best 
position to select relevant courses that set them up 
for future success as well as offer flexibility to 
pursue their own interests and undertake a broad 
curriculum. 

Students are placed onto one of three pathways.



The Yellow Pathway

Your child must choose a Modern 
Foreign Language and either History or 
Geography (one of either if Triple 
Science is chosen)

They must choose 2 further subjects.



The Green Pathway

Your child must choose one of French, 
Spanish, German, History or 
Geography.

They must choose 3 further subjects.



The Blue Pathway

Your child does not have to choose a 
Language or History or Geography, but 
you may do so if they wish.

They must choose 4 subjects.



Subjects 2022-24
Art and Design Film Studies Performing Arts (Acting)

Business Studies* French Performing Arts (Musical 
Theatre)

Retail Business* Geography Performing Arts (Production)

Child Development German PE

Computing* History Religious Studies

Construction* ICT* Skills in Progression

Dance Music Tourism

Engineering* Music Technology Triple Science

Food Preparation and 
Nutrition



Triple Science

• Triple Science is an option subject vs Combine 
Science that is the minimum all students study. 
Students that select this option study Science for 
7 hours of their timetable and achieve 3 GCSEs 
(Combined is 2 GCSEs)

• Designed as a qualification for those that are 
interested in pursuing the individual Science 
disciplines post-16 and is typically undertaken by 
students in the top attainment quartile of each 
cohort within the subject.



Technology

• Business Studies/Retail 

• Construction/Engineering

• Computing / ICT

For each of these areas, 
you may indicate a 
preference on the form, 
but the final decision will 
be made by the school



Please note:

• The Department for Education do not finalise the 
list of qualifications that will be accredited as 
GCSE/ equivalents until late in the academic year

• Courses on offer are therefore subject to change;

• In these circumstances, we will inform the 
students and parents affected.



Making decisions

Things to consider:

• Achievement

• Engagement

• Enjoyment

• Knowledge of the subject content and 
assessment



Making decisions

Things not to consider:

• Friendship group choices

• Teachers

• Choose without asking questions/ finding out 
information 



Timeline

• Options Assembly to students: This will be delivered 
during period 1 on Friday this week

• Year 9 Parents evening: Thursday 24th March

• Deadline for completed forms: Wednesday 20th April

• Confirmation of choices: Summer term



Next Steps

• Discussion with your child about their 
preferences

• Utilising the information on the school 
website



Resources to support decision making

• Option booklet – available online and via 
email.

• Website information – This presentation and 
subject-specific information available 



Frequently Asked Questions

What could cause my child to not secure their 
option choices?

• There are 3 main reasons that students would 
not be able to undertake an option subject:

– Unforeseen staffing changes

– Clashes once the subjects are placed into ‘blocks’ 
for timetabling

– Subject numbers



Frequently Asked Questions

What if I /my child thinks that they are not on the 
correct pathway?
• The pathway allocated to students has been 

carefully considered and historically these do not 
change. The options process aims to put students 
in the best possible position to maximise their 
potential and be equipped with the skills and 
qualifications for their post-16 steps. Any queries 
should be directed to Mr Jones who will respond 
with decisions on a case by case basis



Frequently Asked Questions

What if my child wants to change options at a later stage?
• The options deadline is a hard deadline and once the 

options have been confirmed we do not envisage changes 
unless there are exceptional circumstances. This is for 
several reasons:
– Subject numbers are unlikely to allow for movement
– The way subjects are blocked makes changing options very 

disruptive for all involved and leads to increased pressure and 
challenge for students

– Students that change options after they have started their Key 
Stage 4 studies typically do not achieve in line with their 
potential


